
EUSANCT is a joint German-Polish project funded by the German Research Foundation and the National Science Centre through the Beethoven scheme. The final workshop will summarize the key findings of this research project headed by Dr. Paulina Pospieszna (Adam Mickiewicz University of Poznań, Poland) and Prof. Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz, Germany). The final workshop will take place at the GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies. The final workshop is supported by the German Marshall Fund, the German Research Foundation, the National Science Centre and the German Institute of Global and Area Studies and brings together sanction researchers as well as political practitioners.

September 17: Exchange with policy makers

13:00-14:00: Registration (coffee and sandwiches for registered participants)

14:00-14:30: The Liberal Sanction Regime under Pressure: Economic Coercion by the European Union, the United Nations and the United States, 1989-2015 (Gerald Schneider (Konstanz), Response: Margit Bussmann (Greifswald), Roland Westebbe (Foreign Office Berlin))

14:30-15:00 EU sanctions against Russia and Russian Countersanctions: Objectives, Resilience and Effectiveness (Paulina Pospieszna (Poznań), Beata Stępień (Poznań) Response: Han Dorussen (Essex), Anita Sek (PLPermRep))

15:00-15:30: The intended and unintended consequences of sanctions (Christian von Soest (GIGA), Patrick Weber (Konstanz), Response: Paul Bentall (FCO), Julian Wucherpfennig (Hertie))

15:30-16:00: Public Health Effects of Economic Sanctions (Gerald Schneider (Konstanz), Oleksandr Shevchuk (Konstanz), Response: Tilman Brück (ISDC), Julia Grauvogel (GIGA))

16:00-16:30 Coffee break

16:30-18:00 Roundtable: Sanctions – an all-purpose weapon? Economic coercion and the transatlantic alliance (Panelists: T. Clifton Morgan (Rice), Clara Portela (Valencia), Paulina Pospieszna (Poznań), Gerald Schneider (Konstanz), Christian von Soest (GIGA), Jan Techau (GMF, Moderator))
September 18: Paper presentations

9:00-9:35 If Russia were in Africa: Analyzing the Double Bias of EU and U.S. Sanctions (Gerald Schneider, Patrick Weber). Discussant: Han Dorussen

9:35-10:10 The Termination of International Sanctions: Explaining Target Compliance and Sender Capitulation (Hana Attia, Julia Grauvogel, Christian von Soest). Discussant: Dawid Walentek

10:10-10:45 EU versus UN sanctions (Clara Portela, Paulina Pospieszna) Discussant: Cliff Morgan

10:45-11:15 Coffee break

11:15-11:50 The Determinants of U.S. Sanctions Imposition (Hana Attia) Discussant: Margit Bussmann

11:50-12:25 Economic impact of sanctions (Oleksandr Shevchuk) Discussant: Joanna Skrzypczyńska